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• STAR Event — Food Innovations  
• Student Body 

• Power of ONE/Leadership Service in 
Action 

Essential questions
• Is it worth the investment of time and 

ingredients to produce soft pretzels at 
home or for food sales?

• Can soft pretzels be produced to meet the 
Smart Snack guidelines for in-school food 
sales?

Objectives
Students will…
• Review the history and current consumer market for soft pretzels
• Read soft pretzel recipe directions, organize tools and ingredients (mis en place), accurately 

measure and produce soft pretzels
• Calculate and compare unit costs of similar commercially sold and lab-prepared soft 

pretzels using retail package labels, package net and unit weight, the recipe net baked 
weight and ingredient costs

• Locate and contrast Nutrition Facts labels on commercially and lab-prepared soft pretzels, 
adjusting to equalize portion net weights to fairly compare sodium, whole grain, fat, and 
calories

• Determine if lab-prepared soft pretzels meet Smart Snack guidelines for sale in school hours

Materials list (need for each lab or team)
• Soft pretzel commercial package labels with price,  

net weight, nutrition facts, and ingredients
• Escali® Ciro Digital Scale (WA35195)
• Vollrath® stainless steel mixing bowl, 5-qt. (WA05878)
• Hi-temp mixing spoons (WA29931)
• Stainless steel measuring cup and spoon set (WA21270)
• Yeast, flours, sugar, salt, water, and cooking oil
• Large egg
• Fork and bowl to beat egg
• Good Grips® pastry brush (WA18627)
• Pretzel sprinkles (coarse salt, seeds, cinnamon sugar)
• Kitchen scissors
• Large utility poly cutting board (WA21471)
• DoughMakers® Bakeware cookie sheet (WA21514)
• Unbleached baking paper (WA32553)
• Oven
• Nonstick cooling rack set (WA28456)
• Food wrap or bags
• Soft pretzel recipe handout (p. 3)
• Tips for shaping success handout (p. 4)
• Optional: skillet, water, baking soda
• Home Baking Association How to Make Soft Pretzels: Dough 

Sculpting 101 DVD (WA32838)
• A Baker’s Dozen Labs manual (WA27798)

Standards
NASAFACS
2.1 Demonstrate man-
agement of individual and 
family resources such as food, 
clothing, shelter, health care, 
recreation, transportation, 
time, and human capital.

2.1.3 Analyze decisions about 
providing safe and nutritious 
food for individuals and 
families.

8.2 Demonstrate food safety 
and sanitation procedures.

8.4.7 Apply principles 
of measurement, portion 
control, conversions, food 
cost analysis and control, 
menu terminology, and menu 
pricing to menu planning.

8.5.10 Prepare breads, 
baked goods and desserts 
using safe handling and 
professional preparation 
techniques.

8.5.14 Demonstrate cooking 
methods that increase nutri-
tional value, lower calorie and 
fat content, and utilize herbs 
and spices to enhance flavor.

14.3.1 Apply current dietary 
guidelines in planning to meet 
nutrition and wellness needs.
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Activity 1: Cultural history (5–10 minutes)
Explore what a soft pretzel is and its cultural history. Who do you think made 
the first pretzel? (See Soft pretzel history.) Why do you think they are shaped 
the way they are?

Activity 2: Consumer science (10–15 minutes)
Use ingredient and Nutrition Facts labels for soft pretzel products (or ESHA 
Food Processor software information) and discuss consumer interest in soft 
pretzels, their ingredients, nutritional value, and their costs. Who enjoys soft 
pretzels? Why? Where do you usually buy them? (Answers vary — store, mall, 
fairs, games, street vendor, airport, etc.) What do they cost to buy?

Activity 3: Consumer math (15 minutes) 
How much do you think they would cost if we make them ourselves? List each 
ingredient cost; total only the amount used in a recipe; divide by number of 
pretzels a recipe produces. (About 15¢ each.) How much will you charge for 
each pretzel in a food sale or cafeteria?

Activity 5: Culinary baking (90 minutes) 
Plan how to bake soft pretzels. Create whole grain, unique pretzel flavors and 
shapes. Read recipe top to bottom. Discuss sequence of preparations. Divide 
tasks, assemble ingredients and tools. Prepare dough; bake as directed. Cool; 
evaluate products.

Activity 4: Nutrition science (20 minutes) 
Compare ingredients in commercial recipe and soft pretzel recipe included. 
In what food group are they? (Grain.) What nutrients do they provide? 
(Carbohydrates, fiber; and B-vitamins, iron, folic acid, plant protein, sodium, 
potassium, if whole grain.) Why are they a good food choice and when 
are they not a good choice? (People need 50–60% of their calories from 
carbohydrates for brain and muscle fuel; super-sized pretzels may be too 
caloric; may have a super load of sodium; daily limit 2,300 mg — see sodium 
http://homebaking.org/glossary/#s). Are they whole grain? If not, how 
could this be done? (Substitute 51% or more whole wheat or whole grain 
flours.) Was sodium under 230 mg per serving (Smart Snack guide)? If not, 
how could you reduce the sodium? (Top with a favorite seed or cinnamon 
and sugar instead of coarse salt.)

Activity 6: Local service learning (1 day) 
Plan to express thanks with a pretzel delivery to school or community mentors.  
Conduct a pretzel bake sale in or out of school to raise funds for your  
favorite cause. 

• Bake for Funds guide: https://www.homebaking.org/wp-content/
uploads/2019/07/2014_bakeforfunds.pdf 

• Gluten-Free Pretzels: A Baker’s Dozen Labs Manual (WA27798)

Technology connections:
• Use USDA’s Smart Snack school guidelines and Smart Snack calculator 
• Determine if, or how, pretzels can meet in-school bake sales guidelines.
• Also see Bake for Funds: https://www.homebaking.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/2014_bakeforfunds.pdf

Teacher Tips 
• Divide into two or three-day labs: Prepare a cool dough (80° F water) and 

refrigerate dough in large sealable containers, allowing room and deflating 
and rounding dough when it doubles in size. 

• More time-saving techniques are provided in Dough Sculpting 101 DVD 
(WA32838) or in A Baker’s Dozen Labs manual (WA27798).

• One-day baking: Speed up the dough using fast-rising yeast methods 
requiring very warm water and very short fermentations. Do consumer 
activities on separate days. 
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Introduction
• Soft pretzels are a great way to assist students in 

applying history, ingredient and nutrition sciences, 
and consumer math to a popularly sold bread 
product. With innovations, students can market 
their products for both in- and out-of-school sales.

• Soft pretzels can be baked in as short a time as 
45 minutes, or divided into two or three labs. (See 
Bakers Tips side bar or Time Saving Techniques 
provided — p. 134, Lab 12 Dough Sculpting 101 DVD 
or A Bakers Dozen Labs manual).

Soft pretzel history
610 AD: Early 7th century southern France 
Monks (Romans) credited with first pretzel 
shape. Used leftover dough; called shape 
“pretiolas.” Monks gave pretzels to reward 
children for learning their prayers.

1510: Pretzel bakers saved Vienna; first 
heard Turks invading.

1614: Wood cut shows pretzel held by 
couple as a marriage knot uniting two 
families; wishing on pretzels became a 
common wedding ritual; pretzels symbolize 
long life and a blessing.

New Year’s Day Tradition: Black Forest 
children wore pretzels on ribbon loops 
around necks.

1652: Colonists arrested for selling pretzels 
to Native Americans.

1861: Julius Sturgis Pretzel House, Lititz, PA, 
first sells pretzels — and is still baking!

Source: Pretzels by the Dozen by Angela 
Elwell Hunt.
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